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CULTURE MEDIA ECONOMY (CME) 
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Culture Media Economy (CME) is a new research unit within the School of Media, Film and Journalism, Faculty 

of Arts, Monash University. It seeks to explore the triangulation between culture, media and economy by 

determining and analysing intersections of new financial models, technological advancement, socio-cultural 

dynamics, and geo-political configurations. It also draws on long standing disciplinary approaches from the 

political economy of the media; cultural studies; communications studies; cultural economy; as well as 

emergent research into digital media. It is by pooling these disparate strands together that CME endeavours 

to provide an understanding of culture, media and economy as fields of academic inquiry and as practice of 

policy making and everyday life in contemporary times. 

 
This talk will provide an overview of the dominant narratives that currently 
shape policy for the cultural economy. It will focus on how recent ways of 
thinking about urban cultural policy came into being and merged to form a 
“creative cities paradigm.” The discussion will then turn to how these 
narratives inform actual policy-making and how they are likely to shape 
future planning and policy for the cultural sectors. 
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